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1 )Listening comprehension (8 marks) : 

1 /Tick the right answer (2 marks) :  

       A)Where does Shawn  want to go ? 

              a-Tokyo Subway station .  

              b-Tokyo Tower.  

              c-Tokyo Art Gallery . 

     B)How much is the train fair? 

             a-113 yen.  

             b- 130 yen. 

             c-133 yen. 

2)The following statements are wrong . Correct them with reference to the 
conversation (2marks) 

a-It’s Shawn’s last visit to Japan. 

 

b-Trains leave every six minutes or so . 

 

3)These are scrambled pieces  of information given by the officer to Shawn .  
Reorder them according to the conversation .  (2 marks) 

-Then, get on Hibiya subway line at platform 4. (   ) 

-The sign at this station is written in English so you’ll be able to read it. (    ) 

-Get off at Kamiyacho Station , three stops from here .( 3 )  

-First, you need to buy a ticket to your destination.   (1) 

 



4)Complete the table below .  (2 marks) 

Utterances Functions 
1-Which train do I need to get on? 
 
2------------------------------------------------ 

1--------------------------------------------- 
 
2- Offering help . 

 Language ( 12 marks):  

1 - Circle the correct alternative .  ( 3marks)  

Matt’s interview with the boss seemed to go well and he was confident to get the job. 
After a few days he ( is figuring out/ have figured out/ figured out ) it didn’t work . 

Matt’s friends told him the director had searched his name and found some of his 
pictures at a (wild/wildly / wilder ) party .  

The irony is Matt was only at the  party  ( through /for /since ) fifteen minutes to 
pick up his friend Niall . Angry posts, ( shocked/ embarrassed /embarrassing ) photos 
and things a friend said about him . Those are parts of Matt’s online presence which is 
known as digital footprint . The thing is that Matt trusted his close friend Scott who 
has spammed his own ( privacy / security / account ) . Even worse was stealing  his 
bank account code  . Now Matt is suffering from a ( horrible/breathtaking / thrilling ) 
breakdown .Because of cyber crimes ,Matt has lost a lot . 

2) Match A with  B to get meaningful paragraph.  ( 3 marks)  

A B 
1-Healthy screen time for teenagers is 
about choosing  
2- It also includes limits  
3-Parents should negotiate with their 
teens about  
4-Consequently they will develop valuable  
5- Talking to them helps understand the 
risks  
6-Banning them won’t help as when you do,  

a- screen time during the school week , on 
weekends and in the holidays . 
b-involved in social media like being tagged 
on offensive photos . 
c-they might be tempted to check it out 
when they’re away home . 
d-quality programs and apps then 
developing  healthy screen habits. 
e-time management skills . 
f-on daily screen time . 

                             1+----     2+ ------     3+-----     4+-----   5+------    6+--------    
3) Complete the following paragraph with the words in the box.  Be careful there’s 
an extra word .  (3 marks) 

I recently visited London and travelled on the tube while I was there. Apart from the people 
asleep, almost everybody else was ------------- their phones , and because of the nature of the 
tube,it was difficult not to see ---------- what they were all doing. Of course , being 
underground, it was difficult to get any ---------- , which rules out texting or using the internet , 
but there was -------- plenty you can do . People were playing games , reading articles and 



listening to music and I was pretty sure that as soon as they -------------- from the train station 
they would start texting or calling or checking their e-mails. There is a ------------ connection to 
everyone in the world as long as you have a mobile phone in your hand.   

      signal/emerged / on /in / exactly / constant /still    
 

4) Put  the verbs / words in brackets in the right tense or form . (3marks )  

 Dear sir, 

Two weeks ago, my husband and I went to the Paradise Hotel in  your city .It has been 
(horrible ) ------------------holiday ever .  

If you look in your brochure, you will see : “At the Paradise, you are(definite) -----------
in paradise . A small , (convenience )  ----------------- hotel with a manager who is always 
ready to laugh with his customers”. When we arrived at the hotel, a group of people at 
the reception desk ( shout) -----------------  at the manager. He wasn’t listening because 
he was arguing with the ( reception )------------------- . The next morning , while we 
were having our breakfast, my husband (find) -------------  a large piece of gum in his 
coffee . When we told the manager , he (laugh) --------------  and said: “Don’t tell  
anyone.”  

You are right about one thing , the Paradise is small , there were forty people at the 
hotel while we were staying there and there were only nine bedrooms and one bathroom. 

Yours faithfully, 

 


